
Software Development - Back
End (Java)



What will learners
be able to do?

This course is perfect for beginners with little

coding experience. Learning Java will afford

learners with more opportunities for jobs and

career advancement as this language was one

of the most requested digital skills in 2019.

Java is a "back-end" language, used for the

development of applications and the

functionality of websites and how they interact

with servers and databases, as opposed to

"front-end" languages used for user experience

(UX) and accessibility. 

 

On this course TDM will coach you in areas

such as the basics of computer programming,

variables, if-statements and decision making,

loops, functions and files, input-output, XML

Processing and Database Handling.

Why do this course?

Understand Java fundamentals

Work with data types, variables, and

expressions

Implement flow control

Perform object-oriented programming

Compile and debug code
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Software design

The planning, design, management, execution

and reporting of tests, using appropriate testing

tools and techniques and conforming to agreed

process standards and industry specific

regulations. 

 

Using test cases, test scripts, test reports and test

plans to measure and improve the quality of the

software being tested.

Testing

What will the learner achieve?
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The Get Ahead in Digital Transformation programme aims to add

digital accountabilities to learner's existing roles or enable

unemployed learners to take on new jobs with digital

accountabilities. As part of the programme the learner can take

the exam to achieve the Microsoft MTA-Exam 98-388:

Introduction to Programming Using Java certificate

Specification and design of software to meet

defined requirements by following agreed design

standards and principles.

enquiries@tdm.co.uk
thedevelopmentmanager.com/get-ahead-
in-digital-transformation/

How will employers benefit?

With improved digital skills in its workforce, businesses will be more able to effectively harness new

and emerging technologies and will be able to expand into new markets and develop their product

offering, adding more value to increasingly digital markets, benefiting from improved efficiencies,

automation and production.

 

Topics that will be covered:


